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Abstract

This article presents a fabrication strategy on the structural design, optimization, additive manufacturing, and
processing of metal mirror. Specifically, the study showcases the topology design of a metal mirror with
diameter of 200 mm, the additive manufacturing of standard aluminum-based powder (AlSi10Mg), the high-
precision single-point diamond turning process of the surface. By setting the feasible domain partition, a
topology optimization model suitable for metal additive manufacturing and subsequent surface shaping was
constructed, which takes into account the multi-load machining load conditions of single-point diamond turning
technology and the material topology representation of standard support structures for additive manufacturing.
The results demonstrate that the optimization model effectively suppresses the vibration phenomenon during
single-point cutting. Furthermore, the results of the optical interferometer surface inspection confirm that the
design and processing strategy for additively manufactured metal mirrors demonstrated in this study can be
directly applied to infrared band reflective imaging optical systems.

Keywords: multi-load topology optimization, lattice, additive manufacturing, metal mirror, single-point
diamond turning

Introduction

Metallic mirrors and their support systems are commonly
employed in the design and optimization of reflection op-
tical systems.1 Such optical systems rely mainly on the re-
flective surfaces and coatings to fulfil their optical
functions. The selection of suitable mirror bodies for re-
flective mirrors is quite extensive, and there is potential for
achieving lightweight designs through the choice of mate-
rials and body design of the mirror. By utilizing ultra-
precision single-point diamond turning technology (SPDT),
submicron surface accuracy and nanometer-level surface
roughness can be achieved.2 Metallic mirrors have numer-
ous applications in the visible-to-infrared wavelength range,
as evidenced by various studies.2–4

Metal additive manufacturing, with its high degree of
manufacturing freedom, integrated design, and capacity for
structure–property integration,5,6 has garnered significant
attention and application in the domains of optical reflection
mirrors and optomechanical structures.7 In contrast to tradi-
tional lightweight structures of metal-based reflective mir-
rors, metal-based additive manufacturing reflective mirrors
can realize designs with high rigidity and fully enclosed
structures, thanks to their layered manufacturing process.8–10

Through design optimization, functional reflective mirror
components such as internal channels can be integrated into
the mirror body,11 enabling the fulfilment of specific re-
quirements such as water-cooled reflection mirrors. An
exemplary application is the off-axis three-mirror system
for space imaging. By using appropriate support structures

1Changchun Institute of Optics, Fine Mechanics and Physics (CIOMP), Chinese Academy of Sciences, Changchun, China.
2School of Optoelectronics, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China.

Opposite page: This figure shows the shape accuracy of the additive manufacturing mirror, which is not turned after additive
manufacturing. The RMS error of the surface is 0.3778mm, and the average error is 0.3775mm. Image Credit: Figure was generated by
Geomagic Control software, CIOMP.
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and SPDT processing, the multi-mirror component with
Mirror 1 and Mirror 3 can be integrated into one common
substrate.12,13 The integration of multi-mirror and support
structure materials significantly reduces both installa-
tion and alignment time and the impact of thermal expan-
sion effects of different materials on the optical system
performance.2,4

Metal additive manufacturing reflectors offer great flex-
ibility in processing and design space, allowing for the
production of both classic honeycomb sandwich struc-
tures for lightweight design10,14 and optical performance
device design through numerical topology optimization

strategies.7–10,12,15–23 Table 1 below lists the metal additive
manufacturing reflector mirror parameters and corre-
sponding design algorithms that have been reported in the
literature in recent years. From a structural design per-
spective, most lightweight designs for metal additive
manufacturing reflectors follow the classic design para-
digm, relying heavily on the empirical properties of hon-
eycomb or rib structures. Some lightweight metal additive
manufacturing reflectors are designed using self-supporting
lattice structures combined with topology optimization to
achieve highly rigid and lightweight mirror body structures.
A novel approach is the use of gradient Voronoi cells15,24

Table 1. Design Algorithm, Processing Materials, and Optical System Configuration

of Metal-Based Additive Manufacturing Mirror

Authors Material Dimension Optical system configuration Lightweight algorithm and characteristics

Zhang et al.14 AlSi10Mg /175 mm Off-axis tri-reflection system;
The first and fourth surfaces

are composite surfaces

Rib layout based on experience

Yang et al.16 Aluminum–
Silicon
alloy

/50 mm A double-sided metal mirror Stiffness maximization design based on
topology optimization;

Generation and filling of self-supporting
lattice

Yan et al.
(2022)43

Aluminum
Alloy

/58 mm The integrated design of the
mirror and its backplane

Coaxial optical system

Filling with lattice
Maximum stiffness topology optimization

design based on equivalent load
Tan et al.

(2022)44
AlSi10Mg /80 mm — —

Paenoi et al.24 Aluminum 67 · 40 mm The integrated design of the
mirror and its backplane

The integrated design of the
M3 mirror and its back-
plane

Comparison of different lattices based on
FEA with surface polishing pressure

Displacement control under loads

Xie et al.
(2021)45

AlSi10Mg /100 mm A variable curvature mirror —

Wang et al.
(2021)46

AlSi10Mg /100 mm Coaxial reflector with honey-
comb structure

The integrated design of the
mirror and its backplane

—

Fan et al.41 AlSi10Mg /260 mm Three-point support coaxial
mirror

Topology optimization design considering
self-weight and surface polishing load

Hilpert et al.8 AlSi40 /76 mm — Filling and optimizing of Voronoi cells
Eberle et al.23 AlSi40 /210 mm Three-point support Topology optimization considering global

compliance minimization, surface RMS
minimization and surface compliance
minimization

Actual working condition as a load
Atkins et al.18 AlSi10Mg /80 mm Three-point support Lattice topology optimization design con-

sidering polishing load
Roulet et al.22 AlSi10Mg /40 mm — Topology optimization design considering

surface polishing load
Filling and optimizing of Voronoi cells

Hilpert et al.10 AlSi10Mg /86 mm Edge support The honeycomb sandwich design based on
experience

Heidler
et al.12

AlSi40 — Off-axis tri-reflection free-
form surface.

One mirror and three mirror
integrated design

The honeycomb sandwich design based on
experience

Sweeney
et al.9

AlSi10Mg /75 mm and
/150 mm

— Rib layout based on experience

Herzog et al.20 AlSi10Mg
Ti-6Al-4V

/101 mm — Minimal compliance topology optimization
design based on surface load with Natural
frequency constraint.

FEA, finite element analysis; RMS, root mean square.
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for lightweight concept design, which, when combined with
topology optimization, can achieve higher levels of light-
weighting and rigidity.

The main objective of topology-optimized reflector designs
is to minimize the overall structural compliance, with some
objectives also considering the root mean square (RMS) dis-
placement variation of the mirror surface and stiffness status.
The optimization model is mainly based on load cases such as
polished surface loads and the actual use under self-weight
conditions for inverse optimization design of the structure.

However, from the perspective of the manufacturing pro-
cess of metal mirrors, the more classical process suitable for
visible and short-wave metal processing is as follows: 3D
printed metal mirror—Heat treatment and aging treatment—
SPDT—Modified coating using nickel alloy–SPDT—
Polishing—Reflection coating and protective coating
process.25 If the mirror is required in infrared band, only one
SPDT process is needed. From the above process, metal
SPDT technology is the core design technology for metal-
based additive manufacturing mirrors. The design algorithm
for mirrors needs to focus on the machinability adapted to the
SPDT process. Compared with the surface load of polishing,
the removal amount of SPDT and the improper scratches
during the processing have a greater impact on the mirror
surface. Especially in the machining of large-aperture optical
mirrors, the machinability of the designed mirror body’s
SPDT needs to be more closely examined.

This article presents the design algorithm and processing
flow of a center-supported reflector, and proposes a structural
optimization design strategy suitable for multi-load condi-
tions in the processing of this type of reflector, based on the
multi-load working conditions of SPDT. Methods section
proposes a topology optimization algorithm for this type of
processing, as well as a lattice filling sequence optimization
design concept that considers printable manufacturing, and
shows the precision transfer fixture design from the blank to
the finished product to SPDT. Results and Discussions section
presents the printing product and surface shape inspection
results after SPDT. Conclusions and Outlook section discusses
some of the key technical points that the authors believe should
be focused on in future research in this direction.

Methods

To improve the structural stiffness and increase design
flexibility, this study adopts metal additive manufacturing
technology to produce a fully enclosed mirror for reflection,
while also considering the supporting structure. On this
premise, topology optimization is employed as the primary
method for designing the mirror configuration, taking into
account the stability of the structure during the manufactur-
ing process and reducing the unessential postprocessing
procedures. A topology optimization model is established
that considers the manufacturing constraints. The design
model focuses on two main issues:

� Resolving the problem of structural edge flutter that
arises from periodic local loads during the cutting
process.

� Designing a mirror model that can be printed without
auxiliary support to avoid the challenges associated
with removing internal support and the impact of tool
marks on surface accuracy after support removal.

This article proposes a multi-load topology optimization
model to simulate the cutting force loads acting on different
positions of the mirror surface. Multiple discrete and distrib-
uted loads that can cover the entire mirror surface are selected
as input, and compliances and sensitivity fields under all loads
are superimposed to obtain topology optimization results that
enhance the local stiffness of the mirror, thus solving the
problem of structural edge flutter during the turning process.
For the designing scheme without auxiliary supports, a lattice
configuration is considered to be filled inside the mirror cavity.
On the one hand, the lattice can replace the auxiliary support to
achieve printing without supports; and on the other hand, the
lattice usually has excellent specific stiffness (although it is
generally anisotropic), which can further improve the overall
stiffness performance of the mirror. In addition, since the in-
terior of the mirror body may not be a regular cavity, lattice
structures that are periodically or circularly distributed are
difficult to connect with the inner wall of the cavity or maintain
the integrity of the lattice. Therefore, local adaptive size ad-
justment of the lattice is also required.

Based on the above, shell and lattice are proposed as the
basic design element of the mirror. The shell is designed
using a multi-load topology optimization model, while the
lattice has a predetermined configuration, and is filled into the
shell through adaptive lattice size adjustment.

During the shell optimization, the lattice is equivalent to a
uniformly weak material, and the performance of this mate-
rial is only estimated through the homogenization of the
standard lattice. To fully utilize the stiffness performance of
the lattice, it is usually required that the boundary of the
lattice has a certain stiffness support capability. In this de-
sign, to ensure this condition as much as possible, the
equivalent weak material inside the shell (the space reserved
for the lattice) changes synchronously with the shell in the
optimization process. After the shell optimization is com-
pleted, the exposed lattice will be closed by extra shell.
Figure 1shows the design process of this approach.

Selection of lattice structure and performance
estimation

Selection of the lattice needs to fulfil both the criterion of
providing sufficient vertical stiffness and enabling printing
without support. The angle at which the struts are printed is a
critical factor in achieving unsupported printing, with a

FIG. 1. Design flow chart.
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longitudinal extension angle of the material’s outer contour
typically required to be greater than 45�. Therefore, in this
study, the lattice structure shown in Figure 2a was selected as
the filling structure of the reflector cavity. The single lattice is
composed of eight straight rods with circular cross-sections,
having a cross-sectional radius of *0.3 mm and a longitu-
dinal extension angle of about 48�. The volume ratio of the
single-cell entity to the cubic region it occupies is 0.178.

To reduce the computational complexity of the shell’s
topology optimization, it is necessary to equate the lattice
with a homogeneous material. Conventional methods of
equivalence include the Representative Volume Element
method26 and the homogenization method. Due to its more
rigorous mathematical derivation, this article adopts the ho-
mogenization method to equate the lattice. Refer to standard
material properties of aluminum–magnesium alloy, the ma-
terial used (aluminum alloy) has an elastic modulus
E¼ 70 GPa and Poisson’s ratio �¼ 0:33, the equivalent
elastic matrix DH of the lattice structure is calculated and
expressed as follows:

DH¼

c12 c12 c12 0 0 0

c12 c11 c12 0 0 0

c12 c12 c11 0 0 0

0 0 0 c44 0 0

0 0 0 0 c44 0

0 0 0 0 0 c44

2
6666664

3
7777775

(1)

Which, c11¼ 2:396 GPa, c12¼ 2:031 GPa, c44¼ 1:809 GPa.

To simplify the calculations, we further equate it to an
isotropic material. For the cubic lattice, we adopt the Voigt–
Reuss–Hill approximation method to calculate the equivalent
elastic modulus E and Poisson’s ratio �.

E¼ 9BG

3BþG

�¼ 3B� 2G

2 3BþGð Þ

(2)

Herein, shear modulus and bulk modulus under Hill av-
eraging are represented by G and B, respectively. Their ex-
pressions are given as follows:

G¼ 1

2
GV þGRð Þ

B¼ 1

2
BV þBRð Þ

(3)

Whereas GV and BV are shear modulus and bulk modulus
under Voigt averaging, GR and BR are shear modulus and
bulk modulus under Reuss averaging, and their expressions
are given as follows, respectively:

GV ¼
1

5
c11� c12ð Þþ 3c44½ �

BV ¼
1

3
c11þ 2c12½ �

(4)

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration optimization model (a) Lattice model. (b) Design domain. (c) Pressure and friction force on
surface. (d) Distributed load location.
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GR¼
5c44 c11� c12ð Þ

3 c11� c12ð Þþ 4c44

BR¼
1

3
c11þ 2c12½ �

(5)

Upon substitution of numerical values, the elastic modu-
lus and Poisson’s ratio are obtained as 2.082 GPa and 0.34,
respectively.

Multi-load model of supporting shell considering
manufacturing conditions

Taking into account both engineering experience and ac-
tual cutting loads, this article proposes an equivalent static
multi-load optimization model that approximates the cutting
load during turning. The model considers the pressure
f i
n i¼ 1 : N and friction forces fs

i i¼ 1 : N exerted on the
mirror surface at each cutting point as input loads, N re-
presenting discrete cutting points. A total of 88 loads are
applied in this model, in which fn

i is uniformly distributed
over the mirror surface, but fs

i increases linearly with the
radius (corresponding to an increase in cutting line speed). As
the loading position during the turning process is continu-
ously changing, the problem can be simplified by discretizing
the loading positions, ensuring that all loads can be com-
pletely covered on the mirror surface, as shown in Figure 2c
and d. The relationship between the load and position is ex-
pressed as Equation (6); the load and position are correlated.
The shape of the optical surface is a paraboloid and can be
expressed as Equation (7).

f i
n¼ f 0

n

f i
s ¼ f 0

s þ jri

�
i¼ 1 : N (6)

z¼ x2þ y2

1500
0:54< z<7:35 (7)

j is the linear growth coefficient of friction force from inner
to edge; f 0

n and f 0
s are the constants in the expressions of the

pressure and the friction force, respectively.

Multi-load enclosed shell and lattice sequence
topology optimization model

Topological optimization is implemented using the solid
isotropic material with penalization (SIMP) material model,
which achieves material evolution through continuous
changes in the relative density of elements. The expression
for the Young’s modulus of the material is shown below:

E xeð Þ¼Eminþ xp
e E0�Eminð Þ (8)

Here, E0 and Emin denote the Young’s modulus of the solid
material and the void (Emin¼E0), respectively. xe represents
the relative density of the material (0 � xe � 1), and p is the
material penalization coefficient, which is set to 3 in this
study.27–30

As mentioned earlier, the lattices are approximated as
homogeneous isotropic materials and are not optimized as
independent design variables, but instead depend on changes
in the shell design variables. As shown in Figure 2b, as-

suming that the shell material in a certain region is removed
or introduced during the optimization process, all equivalent
lattice materials along the optical axis direction are syn-
chronously removed or introduced. Therefore, there are two
types of design variables in this optimization model: the ele-
ments’ relative density xs of the shell is an independent design
variable, and the elements’ relative density xb of the lattice
equivalent material is a dependent design variable. Since the
finite element (FE) mesh does not change with iteration, the
dependency relationship between the two types of design
variables is fixed. Assuming that the number of independent
design variables is m, and the number of dependent design
variables is n, the variable relationship matrix is At, with a
dimension of n · m and the entries in the matrix are either 0
or 1. The two types of variable relationships are as follows:

xb¼Atxs (9)

It should be noted that the synchronous increase or de-
crease of the shell and lattice equivalent materials along the
optical axis direction is similar to the drawing constraint in
topology optimization, which can also ensure the manu-
facturability of the structure. The SIMP model in discrete
form is as follows:

Ke
s ¼ xp

s Ke
0

Ke
b¼ x

p
bKe

0

(10)

where Ke
0 is the element stiffness matrix of solid; Ke

s and Ke
b

are the element stiffness matrices of the shell and equivalent
material, respectively; xs and xb are the components of xs and
xb, respectively.

In addition, to ensure that the mirror has sufficient stiffness
for cutting, a nondesign domain with a thickness of 8 mm was
added, and all loads were applied to the nondesign domain.
Based on the above, we established the following topology
optimization model:

min
xs

c¼ +
N

i¼ 1

wici

s:t: ci xs, uið Þ¼ ui
T Kui

Kui¼ fi

V xs, xbð Þ
VO

� g � 0

xb¼Atxs

0 � xs � 1

(11)

The variables in the Equation (11) are defined as follows: c
represents the overall structural compliance, N denotes the
number of loads applied to the mirror surface, ci and wi are
the compliance and weight under the i-th load, and in this
article, all weight values are set to 1. K is the stiffness matrix
of the FE model, ui and fi are the displacement vector and
load vector under the i-th load, respectively. V xs, xbð Þ is the
volume of materials used, VO is the total volume of the design
region (excluding the nondesign region), g is the upper limit
of the required volume fraction, and in this article, it is set to
0.7. The final constraint is the upper and lower limit con-
straint of the design variables.
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After the model is established, the implicit representation
of the multiple loads applied on the surface and the calcula-
tion of sensitivity are relativity easy to impose. This part of
the content one can refer to previously published relevant
articles from our research group.31–35

The optimal topology is depicted in Figure 3a. It can be
observed that several droplet-like holes are presented on the
shell. Subsequently, we performed geometric reconstruction of
the result through 3D modeling software. The droplet-shaped
holes were uniformly drawn as orifices consisting of two circular
arcs with radii of 6 and 9 mm, respectively, and two-line seg-
ments with lengths of 40 mm, thereby resulting in a total of 14
lightweight holes on the shell. To ensure adequate lattice support,
sidewalls with thicknesses consistent with the shell were added
along the axial direction of the holes, completely sealing off
the lattice. Additionally, in view of the fact that additive
manufacturing tends to leave a small amount of metal powder
inside the cavity, thereby affecting the total mass and center of
gravity stability of the reflective mirror, 14 circular powder
discharge holes with a radius of 2.5 mm were incorporated on the
shell. The details of the model are illustrated in Figure 3b.

Internal lattice distribution

To satisfy the spatial characteristics of circular symmetry
and the stability of rod-end connections, the sizes of lattices
were locally adjusted based on the shape of the cavity. Along
the radial direction, there are primarily two forms of distri-
bution: the distribution of rods between the central hole and
the lightweight holes is relatively random, mainly to ensure
connectivity with the inner wall, while the lattice distribution

along the circumferential direction of the lightweight holes is
relatively uniform, and the lattices’ size gradually increases
with the radius. The rods are primarily connected to the
sidewalls of the lightweight holes. The final configuration is
illustrated in Figure 3c and d.

Fabrication and processing strategy of the metal mirror

After completing the model processing, the metal mirror
fabrication strategy and treatment flow in this study are
presented as follows:

FIG. 3. Optimized Results and its reconstructed internal lattice structure. (a) Topology optimization results of the
supporting shell. (b) Detailed design model of the mirror. (c) Front planning view of designed mirror. (d) Top perspective
Mirror and its internal lattice structure.

Table 2. Specification Parameter of Metal Additive

Manufacturing

Parameter Specification

Build space 280 · 280 · 300 mm
Laser configuration 300 W (Max 500 W)
Optics configuration/

spot size
£0.08 mm

Layer thickness 40 lm
Gas type/pressure Inert gas/nitrogen, oxygen content

£200 ppm (oxygen content real-
time monitoring and regulation, it
can reach lower [10 ppm])

Gas flow speed 3.5–4.5 m/s;
Shield gas Argon
Diameter of material

powder
15–53 lm

Heating temperature
of the platform

120�C (Max 200�C)

6 WANG ET AL.
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Step 1: 3D printing fabrication
Step 2: Mirror surface precision detection
� The mirror surface is precision detected using 3D

scanning technology.
� The 3D scanning data are used to assess the accuracy

of the mirror surface.
� The 3D scanning data are also used to prepare data

for subsequent precision machining.
Step 3: Precision machining
� The mirror surface is precision machined using a

precision surface machining process.
Step 4: Thermal stress aging treatment
� The mirror is subjected to thermal stress aging

treatment to improve its mechanical stability.
Step 5: Single diamond turning
� The mirror surface is shaped to high precision using

single-point diamond turning (SPDT)

The additive manufacturing process utilized an optimized
and reconstructed structure with a self-supporting metal lat-
tice design internally. Due to the limited removal amount of
diamond single-point turning technology, surface inspection
was conducted on the formed samples after additive
manufacturing to ensure machining reliability and efficiency.
Based on the surface inspection results, targeted precision
turning was carried out to remove significant surface irreg-
ularities on the optical surfaces. Subsequently, after thermal
stress aging treatment, the formed samples were mounted on

a SPDT using the same tooling as utilized for precision
turning, and high-precision reflective surface were turned in
one pass.

Results and Discussions

Reflection mirror printing and mirror surface
preparation

The reflection mirror fabricated in this study was pro-
duced using DLM-280, manufactured by DediBot Co., Ltd.
The self-supporting lattice structure was selected for
the internal cavities of the material, and removal of the
overall support only required removing the external shell
support. The printing direction of the mirror is parallel to the
optical axis, and the mirror surface is located on the top
layer. The layer thickness is chosen to be 40 lm, the base
plate heating temperature is 120�C, the laser power is
300 W, and the shield gas is argon. The performance and
parameter list of the selected printer are shown in
Table 2. The chemical composition of the AlSi10Mg
material used for fabrication is presented in Table 3,
which indicates that the aluminum alloy powder utilized
in this study is the most common standard metal-based
additive manufacturing material.

After preparing the mirror substrate, a conventional vac-
uum furnace was utilized. The heat treatment involved
heating the substrate to 260�C for 2 h. The resulting metal
mirror component had a density of 2.65 g/cm3, which was
calculated to be 99.25% of the theoretical density of 2.67 g/
cm3.36 The mass of the mirror was 790 g, and the surface
density was calculated to be 22.8086 kg/m2, based on an ef-
fective aperture diameter of 210 mm. In terms of densifica-
tion in aluminum-based metal additive manufacturing, the
printing process used in this study was conventional. With
regard to mirror surface preparation, the density influenced
the porosity, which in turn impacted the quality of surface
single-point cutting. Achieving a higher quality surface
would require improved densification through enhanced heat
treatment and printing processes. Current research in metal
printing technology indicates that aluminum–silicon-based
metal additive manufacturing can attain a relative density of
up to 99.9%.37,38 Figure 4 illustrates the contour and effect of
the formed shape postprinting. The precision machining step

Table 3. Chemical Composition of Metal Powder

Chemical compositions/wt%

Element Tested Element Tested

Si 10.64 Fe 0.15
Mg 0.26 Pb <0.1
Mn 0.026 Sn <0.002
Cr 0.030 Zn <0.005
Ni 0.082 C 0.02
Cu 0.033 S <0.00001
Ti 0.13 Al Bal.

FIG. 4. 3D printed mirror and precision detection scan results. (a) Surface of mirror. (b) Back of the mirror. (c) Surface
accuracy after additive manufacturing.
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employed in this study removed *100 lm, with the effect
and surface shape after diamond cutting demonstrated
in Figure 5.

The SPDT cutting process utilized a slow tool servo
strategy, with the positioning reference for the clamp and
precision machining being the same. This allowed for the
unification of the positioning and processing references for
the SPDT operation. The primary processing parameters
employed in the single-point diamond cutting process are
presented in Table 4.

The mirror surface accuracy was assessed using a 4D in-
terferometer and a collimator to measure the printed mirror.
The obtained inspection results, presented in Figure 6 reveal
that the surface accuracy RMS was *0.152k, and the peak to
valley was 0.743k (k = 632.8 nm). In general, the physical
diameter of the mirror is usually larger than the effective
diameter. Therefore, the outer edge and the inner edge ex-
ceeding the effective diameter are not considered as effective
optical mirrors during the detection process. It can be seen
that, except for a few red areas on the outside, the overall
surface shape consistency is good. The surface inspection
results indicate that the metal 3D printed mirror, produced
through SPDT of one step, can be utilized directly for im-
aging applications in the long-wave and even mid-wave
spectral range spectral range (k=42, k¼ 4000 nm).

Discussion—impact of design on single-point cutting
performance

The core process for producing metal additive manu-
factured mirrors is metal SPDT, which achieves optical-grade
reflective metal surface. This article’s main contribution is
proposing a method to enhance diamond turning performance
through a structural design optimization algorithm. From the
perspective of SPDT performance, the proposed algorithm

simulates the load of diamond turning and optimizes the
structural support to provide sufficient structural rigidity to
achieve single-pass cutting efficiency.

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm,
the authors provide another mirror that was designed and
manufactured earlier using an almost identical process.
However, there are two key differences in the design model:
(1) uniform pressure is applied to the mirror surface, and (2)
the lattice is not considered in the model. The calculation
results are shown in Figure 7a and b.

During the SPDT process, a serious problem occurred:
the edge of the mirror vibrated when a single-point dia-
mond was used to turn it, resulting in scratch defects. These
defects are clearly visible in Figure 7c and d. This defect
rendered the mirror unfit for use, so it was not further de-
tected by the interferometer. The insufficient edge stiffness
of the mirror caused this problem. In this article, a multi-
load model is used to address this issue, and the results
show that this improvement is effective. The lattice is used
primarily to achieve unsupported printing and further im-
prove manufacturing efficiency.

Conclusions and Outlook

Based on the wide-ranging design and manufacturing
freedom of aluminum-based metal mirrors enabled by addi-
tive manufacturing, and their excellent machinability, they
have become increasingly important in the design of aero-
space and aviation products, particularly rapid optical de-
vices. The single-point diamond turning (SPDT) processing
of 3D printing metal substrates is easier compared with tra-
ditional substrate materials such as SiC39 or microcrystal-
line.40 This is because the metal substrates have a smoother
surface finish and a more uniform grain structure, which
makes them easier to machine. Additionally, the cutting
time of SPDT is also greatly shortened for metal substrates.
As a result, single-turned cutting metal-based additive
manufacturing mirrors can significantly reduce the overall
time from raw material sintering, structural forming, to
roughing and fine machining at the optical level. This article
proposes a topology optimization design model for the
single-point cutting of multi-load structures, which is a key
process for this type of product, and provides results from
various stages of additive manufacturing, machining, and
testing.

Starting from standard aluminum powder, a good reflec-
tive mirror surface was obtained through a single-point dia-
mond cutting process. We believe that the metal-based

FIG. 5. SPDT results. (a) SPDT process. (b) Weight of the mirror. (c) Reflection effect of metal mirror. SPDT, single-
point diamond turning technology.

Table 4. Parameters of Single-Point

Diamond Turning Processing

Cutting tool Single-crystal diamond tool

Cutting edge radius 1 mm
Rake angle 0�
Relief angle 10�
Feed rate 2 lm/rev
Speed of the spindle 1000 rev/min
Depth of cut 2 lm
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additive mirror design completed through the algorithm and
thinking of multi-load working conditions provides the
structural rigidity required for single-point diamond cutting.

From the perspective of optical processing, the surface
shape of an additively manufactured mirror is mainly af-
fected by the size of the porosity of the additive, and the
waviness formed is mainly affected by the structural stiffness
design of the substrate and the SPDT processing strategy. The
edge scratches discussed in the second part of this article are
mainly caused by edge resonance due to insufficient struc-
tural stiffness. Therefore, material density, material proper-
ties, and the microscopic defects of the printed material from
printing all have a crucial impact on the final performance of
a 3D printed metal mirror.

However, based on the author’s experience in low-density
processing and structural design,41,42 it can be seen that in
cases of lower density and relatively fewer defects, surface
scratches can be avoided and imaging reflection mirrors
suitable for mid-wave infrared can be achieved through the
use of design algorithms. We believe that with better heat
treatment and the use of aluminum-based materials with
smaller printed defects, it is possible to achieve more rea-

sonable and accuracy surface for SPDT through the use of
design algorithms at higher densities. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to further focus on developing surface precision opti-
mization algorithms suitable for SPDT.

It is worth noting that the method proposed in this study
does not utilize the shell+ lattice coupling optimization ap-
proach. There are two main reasons for this: first, such
structures are usually solved using multiscale optimization
algorithms, which are complex, unstable, and time-
consuming, making it difficult to obtain the optimized design
quickly. Second, nonperiodic random lattice structures are
difficult to use uniformization methods to achieve perfor-
mance equivalence, making it challenging to reduce com-
putational time. As the focus of this article is to provide a
feasible design solution, rather than to explore optimization
algorithms, we have made an approximation to this issue.

The algorithm presented in this article emphasizes im-
proving the rigidity of the SPDT process while considering
the lightweighting requirements. The multi-load topology
optimization model is automatically generated by algorithms,
and the design time is mainly limited by the calculation of
the topology optimization model. The regularization and

FIG. 6. Results of 4D Interferometer surface testing. (a) Setup for surface testing. (b) Results of surface accuracy.

FIG. 7. Optimized structure of uniformly distributed load. (a) Calculation results of optimized support under uniformly
distributed load. (b) Print results of topology optimization under surface load. (c) SPDT processing. (d) Enlarged display of
SPDT scratch effect.
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reconstruction of the optimized structure are also time-
consuming. Therefore, there is still room for improvement in
terms of surface density. Future work will focus on enhancing
the mirror’s overall density to better utilize the design free-
dom advantages of metal additive manufacturing.
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